does google own youtube

YouTube is an American video-sharing website headquartered in San Bruno, California. The service was created by
three former PayPal employees Chad Hurley, Steve Chen, and Jawed Karim in February Google bought the site in
November for US$ billion YouTube now operates as one of Google's subsidiaries.16 May - 1 min - Uploaded by Aile
Aile As of december , alphabet has acquired over companies, with its largest acquisition.Experience the world of Google
on our official YouTube channel. Watch videos Your browser does not currently recognize any of the video formats
available.However, Google will still retain control of the products we all know: search, ads, maps, YouTube, Google
Play Store and Android.Google has agreed to buy San Bruno video-sharing site YouTube in an all-stock deal worth
about $ billion. Under the terms of the deal, YouTube will remain independently operated at the outset, keeping a
separate brand and keeping its headquarters in San Bruno, and all YouTube employees will remain with the company.If
the idea behind the Alphabet restructuring was to streamline Google, then why did YouTube remain part of the search
company?.But exactly how much more would YouTube be worth in such a scenario Last quarter, "paid clicks" on
Google's own sites and apps rose 59%.But YouTube is far from the first tech company, or even the first social platform,
to use Wikipedia's content for its own goals. Its parent company.Google Inc. is snapping up YouTube Inc. for $ billion
in a deal Google will continue to run a less popular video service on its own site.PDF This paper advances state of the
art entity relationship extraction from text with mini- mal supervision in two ways. The contribu- tions are a new
weighting.Integrate YouTube videos and functionality into your website or application. Understand your users and how
they interact with your channel and your videos.If you aren't able to follow these instructions, you are likely using the
old version of YouTube. If you're using a newer browser, update to the current version of.If you want to use a name or
photo on YouTube that's different from what you have for your Google Account, connect your channel to a Brand
Account. You can.If your channel is eligible, you can give fans an easy-to-remember web address, called a custom URL,
for your YouTube channel. This is called a custom URL.These claims are issued by companies that own music, movies,
TV shows, video can set Content ID to block material from YouTube when a claim is made.We're rolling out an update
to improve system accuracy and validation of views across YouTube. You may see view fluctuations on your.Below are
the minimum age requirements to manage your own Google Account. a YouTube video has been age-restricted, a
warning screen is displayed and.You'll also find Brand Accounts that are owned or managed by your Google Account
but don't have an associated YouTube channel. You can click any of those.
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